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Fifty years ago, John Bell made metaphysics testable, but quantum 
scientists still dispute the implications. 

In 1964, Belfast-born physicist John Bell proved mathematically that certain quantum 
correlations, unlike other correlations in the universe, cannot arise from any local 
cause {Bell64}.  This theorem has become central to both metaphysics and quantum 
information science. But, 50 years on, the experimental verifications of these 
quantum correlations still have ‘loopholes’, and scientists and philosophers still 
dispute exactly what the theorem states. 

Quantum theory does not predict the outcomes of a single experiment, but rather the 
statistics of possible outcomes. For experiments on pairs of ‘entangled’ quantum 
particles, Bell realized that the predicted correlations between outcomes in two well-
separated laboratories can be profoundly mysterious (see Box).  

BOX: Bell correlations  

Consider an impossible square – a square divided into nine smaller squares, each 
containing a ‘0’ or a ‘1’, such that the number of ‘1’s in every column is even, and the 
number of ‘1’s in every row is odd. Why is this impossible? Because the total number of 
‘1’s, from the column-rule, is even+even+even = even, but the total number of ‘1’s from 
the row-rule is odd+odd+odd = odd.  

Two shady characters, Rowan and Colin, approach you, claiming to have a large supply 
of these impossible squares. When you ask to see one, Rowan says “No, it doesn’t work 
like that. For each of our squares, I will reveal one row, and Colin one column. But you 
can choose which row and which column you want to know.” You reply “Do you think I 
was born yesterday? In each instance, Rowan can say any of his four possible answers 
(001, 010, 100, or 111) and Colin can choose whichever of his (000, 011, 101, or 110) 
don’t conflict with Rowan’s. For example, if I ask for the 2nd row and the 3rd column, and 
Rowan says “001”, then Colin just has to choose an answer with 1 as the middle entry, 
either 011 or 110.”  

But Colin persists: “What if you prevent me from hearing not only Rowan’s answer, but 
even the question put to Rowan? Take us far apart, and lock us in rooms that shield all 
forms of communication. We will still give consistent answers 100% of the time.” You 
think to yourself: “In this case, their best strategy would be to each carry (or memorize) 
a predetermined list of answers to all possible questions. In a given trial, the respective 
answers Rowan and Colin carry would have to correspond to squares that differ in at 
least one of the nine entries, because of the constraints on the rows and columns. If I 
conduct enough trials, choosing the questions at random, I will catch them with 
inconsistent answers soon enough.”  

So you agree to the trial as suggested; you ask questions in one room and an assistant in 
the other. To your consternation, Colin and Rowan give consistent answers every time. 
How is this possible? Are they communicating, despite all your efforts? No, they are 



using pairs of ‘entangled’ quantum particles – each pair of particles was jointly prepared 
in the same way, and then one given to Rowan and one to Colin. With each trial, Rowan 
picks the next particle in his store, measures one of three different properties 
(depending on which row you ask for), and gives you one of his four possible answers 
based on the result of his measurement. Colin similarly processes his next particle, the 
one paired with Rowan’s. By the ‘magic’ of quantum entanglement, their results are 
correlated precisely so as to simulate an impossible square {Aravind02}.  

Moral (Bell’s theorem): Quantum correlations falsify the hypothesis that, in any 
laboratory, nature carries the answer to any question which may be put there, and 
answers without knowing which questions are being put elsewhere.  

Bell-correlations, like those in the Box, were verified experimentally more than 30 
years ago (e.g. {Aspect82}). As Bell proved in 1964, this leaves two options for the 
nature of reality. The first  is that reality is irreducibly random, meaning that there are 
no hidden variables which “determine the results of individual measurements” 
{Bell64}.  The second option is that reality is ‘nonlocal’, meaning that “the setting of 
one measuring device can influence the reading of another instrument, however 
remote” {Bell64}.  

Most physicists are localists: they recognize the two options but choose the first, 
because hidden variables are, by definition, empirically inaccessible. Quantum 
information scientists embrace irreducible randomness, as a resource for secure 
cryptography {Barrett05}. Other physicists and philosophers (the ‘nonlocalist camp’) 
dispute the above reading that there are two options, and insist that Bell’s theorem 
mandates nonlocality {Maudlin11}.  

Such views seem contradictory. But I believe these two camps can be partially 
reconciled {Wiseman14}, by delving into what ‘causation’ means. Doing so reveals 
the depth of the real principles at stake, the challenges facing each camp, and the 
future priorities for closing the loopholes in Bell experiments. 

 

Free Choice and Locality 

Many localists cite Albert Einstein’s 1905 principle of relativistic causality as a reason 
to reject nonlocality. This principle says that causal influences cannot propagate 
faster than light. That is, one event can cause another (later) event only if they are 
close enough in space that the ‘effect’ could have been reached by a beam of light 
from the ‘cause’. But the nonlocality option must involve faster-than-light causal 
influences, contrary to Einstein’s principle, for measurements made far enough apart 
and close to simultaneous. Bell correlations under these circumstances have been 
observed many times since 1982 {Aspect82}, using polarization-entangled photons.  

While the two camps disagree on whether Bell experiments imply faster-than-light 
causal influences, neither think that these experiments allow faster-than-light 
communication.. Faster-than-light communication has never been observed. Its 
impossibility follows from Einstein’s principle of relativistic causality and the following 
axiom of causation: if an event is seen to depend statistically upon a freely chosen 
action, then that action is a cause of that event.  

For example, if a radio comes on when I choose to flip a switch, then my action must 
cause the sound. Combining this with Einstein’s principle (no faster-than-light causal 
influences) implies that if I freely choose the time to flip a switch here, there is no way 
a radio on the moon can come on at that exact time. There must be a delay of at 



least 1.3 seconds (the time it takes light to travel to the moon).  

It is wrong to argue (as some localists do) that the impossibility of faster-than-light 
communication rules out nonlocality. ‘Locality’, as Bell introduced it in 1964, is a 
stronger concept than ‘no faster-than-light communication’. That is, nature could be 
nonlocal without allowing signalling faster-than-light.  

For localists to derive locality from the principle of relativistic causality, they need a 
stronger version of the above axiom of causation: an effect must depend, in theory, 
on a cause {Wiseman11}. The point is that it may not be possible to see the 
theoretical dependence if there are other, hidden, variables upon which the event 
also depends. This is the case in interpretations of quantum mechanics favoured by 
the nonlocalist camp {Maudlin11}. 

 

Explanation and Local Causality 

Bell himself was a nonlocalist, an opinion he first expressed in 1976 {Bell76}, after 
introducing a concept, “local causality”, subtly different from the locality of the 1964 
theorem. Deriving this from Einstein’s principle requires an even stronger notion of 
causation: if two events are statistically correlated, then either one causes the other, 
or they have a common cause, which, when taken into account, eliminates the 
correlation.  

Colloquially, this “principle of common cause” says that correlations have 
explanations. For example, if you and I never communicate, but one day we both 
become concerned about a looming war in Ruritania, then there must be a common 
cause for our thoughts (such as news reports). 

In 1976, Bell proved that his new concept of local causality (based implicitly on the 
principle of common cause), was ruled out by Bell correlations {Bell76}. In this 1976 
theorem there was no second option, as there was in the 1964 theorem, of giving up 
hidden variables. Nature violates local causality.     

It is unfortunate that quantum scientists seldom distinguish the 1976 theorem from 
the 1964 theorem. It is doubly unfortunate that Bell sometimes used “locality” as 
shorthand for “local causality” {Bell76}, adding to the confusion. Nonlocalists maintain 
that the two theorems are the same, that “locality” is the same as “local causality”, 
and thus that hidden variables played no essential role in Bell’s 1964 paper 
{Maudlin11}. But, as I have shown {Wiseman14}, these claims do not hold up under 
careful analysis. 

 

Reconciling the Camps  

The contradictory claims by the two camps thus arise because they mean different 
things by “Bell’s theorem” and different things by “local” (or “nonlocal”). For localists, 
Bell’s theorem is the 1964 one, and the preferred choice is to keep locality and forgo 
hidden variables. For nonlocalists, Bell’s theorem is (or should be) the 1976 one, 
which leaves no choice but to forgo local causality.   

But one can go further, by recalling that local causality rests on two principles: 
Einstein’s principle of relativistic causality, and the principle of common cause. Thus 
Bell’s 1976 theorem can be restated as: either causal influences are not limited to 



light-speed, or events can be correlated for no reason.  

This, I suggest, is the best way to reconcile the two camps. It enables them to agree 
on a single Bell’s theorem, and what logical options it offers, even if they prefer 
different options.  

Those who insist that correlations are explicable must conclude that causal 
influences can go faster than light. A challenge for these nonlocalists is: why does 
nature nevertheless conspire to prevent faster-than-light signalling? 

Those who hold Einstein’s principle to be inviolable (the localists) must conclude that 
some events are correlated for no reason. A challenge for them is: if correlations do 
not necessarily imply a cause, when should scientists look for causes, and why? 

 

The path forward 

Bell correlations can be seen as a problem, or an opportunity. They present us with a 
dilemma; each of the principles at stake (relativistic causality and common cause) 
underpins a vast mesh of scientific inference and intuition, and yet one must be 
forgone. But Bell correlations also present us with a marvellous information 
technology resource: measurement outcomes that cannot possibly be known to 
anyone prior to their occurrence. 

Before investing too much angst or money one wants to be sure that Bell correlations 
really exist. As of now, there are no ‘loophole-free’ Bell experiments. The 1982 
Aspect experiments, using well-separated detectors with settings changed just 
before the photons were detected {Aspect82}, suffered from an ‘efficiency loophole’ 
in that most of the photons were not detected. This allows the experimental 
correlations to be reproduced by (admittedly very contrived) local hidden variable 
theories.  

In 2013, this loophole was closed in photon-pair experiments using high-efficiency 
detectors {Experiment13}. But they lacked large separations and fast switching of the 
settings, opening the ‘separation loophole’: information about the detector setting for 
one photon could have propagated, at light-speed, to the other detector, and affected 
its outcome.  

There are several groups world-wide racing to do the first Bell experiment with large 
separation, efficient detection and fast switching. It will be a landmark achievement in 
physics. But would such an experiment really close all the loopholes? The answer 
depends upon one’s attitude to causation. 

The issue is whether the settings in one laboratory are uncorrelated with variables 
(hidden or otherwise) in the other. If they are correlated, then the experiment violates 
the assumptions of Bell’s theorem, opening the ‘free-choice loophole’, so called 
because of how it can be closed:  the only things correlated with free choices are 
their effects, so (by Einstein’s principle) settings which are freely chosen late enough 
would be uncorrelated with the other variables, as desired.  

Human choice and action are slow, so Bell experiments to date have used random 
number generators rather than free choice to change the detector settings. There is 
no reason for such random numbers to be correlated with anything on the other side. 
But if one is inclined to reject the principle of common cause (as localists are) then 
one must admit that correlations can occur without any reason. Thus, to be rigorous, 
experimenters must choose the settings freely. 



Using human free-choice while closing the separation loophole would require 
separating the experimenters by much more than one earth diameter (only 40 light-
milliseconds). Putting one experimenter on the moon (1.3 light-seconds away) would 
also allow time for them to consciously register the results –– a requirement to rule 
out a fourth and final loophole, the ‘collapse loophole’ {Kent05}. This arises from the 
possibility that the set of potential results recorded by a detector does not ‘collapse’ 
to an actual individual result until observed by the experimenter, so that before the 
experimenter gets involved the result could be influenced, long after the photon 
arrives, by some bizarre (but not faster-than-light) causal influence from the distant 
laboratory.  

Such an Earth-moon experiment is a worthy challenge for the next fifty years. 
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